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President’s Corner
Bill Robertson

Reflections of my first term:

• Time is speeding up.

• Until I started

writing the safety tips I

did not realize how

accident prone I am.  I

hope that this painful

learning curve follows

the trend I had in my

taxidermy business. 

The first year I was a

walking band-aid but the

incidents grew further

apart as I got used to the

tools (after of few times of stabbing a deer needle through

your hand you learn to keep that hand far away).  Thank

you, Billy Christie, for using your buck-in-the-bucket ticket

to get me that nice first-aid book.

• The rewards of working with the FABA board far

outweigh the actual work involved.  A wonderful type of

energy is created when you surround yourself with creative

enthusiastic people.  A tangible example of this occurred

during a small workshop I attended a few years ago.  When

six of us met in the morning, the only plan we had was to

make a table for the auction.  Next came the bouncing of

ideas back and forth and I began to watch the evolution of

the piece develop, the creative process in action.  The end

result was a table that was a work of art and of a design that

I’m sure any one person in the group, working alone, would

never have created.

•  In my next term I would like to develop more

joint projects and hands-on time at the regional meetings.

• There are a lot of volunteers that are the backbone

of FABA that often go unnoticed and unrecognized.  Thank

you all.

• It is frustrating when a volunteer doesn’t follow

through, or does a bad job of things.  You can’t really yell

at a volunteer, or jump in and just do it yourself, but the

shortcoming reflects back on you.  I am learning lots of

new people skills.

• We need to fill the conference chair board

position.  Last year the board pitched in and got the job

done, but we continue to rely heavily on the same people

year after year to fill the bulk of the jobs.  At the next board

meeting in January, one item that will be on the agenda is

whether to go to a bi-annual conference instead of having

one every year.  That would mean no conference next year.

Without a program chair this seems likely.

• I would like to see the regions take better

advantage of the money allotted for the statewide meetings

and develop quality mini conferences in each region that

will attract members from all over the state and give each

region an opportunity to show the others what it can do. 

 

• And finally, Santa, I would like to see a new drill

press under the Christmas tree this year and lots of drill bits

in my stocking.     

Merry Christmas, everyone.  

Ed Aaron

Steve Bloom

Bill Robertson

Eric Velleca
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Upcoming Events
The calendar includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community.  Florida Artist Blacksmith Association (FABA) sponsored events are highlighted in bold
typeface.  The regions have no boundaries - everyone is welcome everywhere.  Come to more than one if you can.  We hold regular monthly meetings in each region
(except that we all try to get together at one Statewide Meeting each quarter) on the following Saturdays of each month: NE-1st, NW-2nd, SE-3rd, SW-last.  The actual
dates may vary from month to month; check the schedule below.  Our meetings are informal gatherings around the forge.  Prospective members are always welcome.
Come for all or any part of a meeting, bring your tools, or just watch.  Most meetings run from 9AM to 4PM, and you'll need to bring a lunch if you stay all day, unless
otherwise noted.  If you have any questions about meetings please contact the Regional Coordinators:

Northeast Region: Ken Knight (352)-339-0629 –unknown--

Northwest Region: Billie Christie (850) 421-1386 chriswood@talweb.com

Southeast Region: Ed Aaron (561) 748-9824 EdandMickieAaron@aol.com

Southwest Region: Jerry Wolfe (941) 355-5615 wolfeforge@juno.com

Upcoming Events
NW  Jan 14  Jeff & Brooke Mohr’s, Mockingbird Forge in Crawfordville, FL.
SE Jan 20  Eric Velleca's - with Jorgan Harle (details on pg.3)
SW Jan 28 Glass Class (See pg.3)
NW  Feb 11 Juan & Linda Holbrook’s Forge in Gainesville, FL.
NW  Mar 11 Bill Robertson & Patty Draper’s, Applecross Forge in Tallahassee

December  2005

NE Dec 03 Allan & Chloe Hardwicke’s

NW Dec 10 Rick & Joyce Jay’s, Bear Creek Metal Craft in Fountain, FL.

SE Dec 17 YesterYear Village (double check with Ed - it might change)

SW Dec 24 highly unlikely

SE - Dec 17

NW - Dec 10

NE- Dec 03 
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Reports from the Southeast

Juan Holbrook for Ed Aaron

The SE Region had a meeting on October 29 at the Cracker

Country Fairgrounds in Tampa.  I was the demonstrator

(traditional joinery) with Jerry Wolfe (SW Coordinator) as my

assistant.  The demonstration went fairly well. A full report will

be in the Jan issue once Jerry gets back from Brasstown.

Quarterly Meeting- Southeast

Eric Velleca

Jorgen Harle will demonstrate heavy power hammer forging and

die work, as well as teaching a tool-making workshop over the

course of the weekend.  Jorgen has been studying metalworking

for over 20 years, graduating with a masters degree from S.I.U.

Carbondale in 1995.  In 1996, Jorgen moved to Washington

State and opened Orcas Island Forge, which specializes in

custom  architectural blacksmithing.  Works are built on a

commission basis from design generated in house.  Heavily

forged, contemporary ironwork with traditional joinery and

obvious connecting systems is the shops primary focus.  Jorgen

Harles work can be seen in Dona Z. Mielach's books

Architectural Ironwork and The Contemporary Blacksmith or

online at 

www.orcasislandforge.com. There will be a hammer making

workshop where the making of the punch, drift, and the actual

hammer head will be done accomplished by each attendee.

January 20-22 2006

Reports from the Southwest

Steve Kalb

On January 28 the SW group will be having a Glass and Iron

workshop.  Rich Fizer who has a Master's in Glass blowing and

15 years experience, will be teaching.  Students who take the

class will have pieces to bring home once annealed.  Cost of the

class is $150.00 per person.  Class size is limited to 12, however

it is free to watch!  If you have ever wanted to mix the glass and

metal media, this is the launch pad for you.  Class will be held at

The Shell Factory at 2787 N Tamiami Trail Ft Myers Fl.  If you

have questions call Rich Fizer 239-543-8672.  Secondary contact

Steve Kalb 239-489-2396.

Welcome New Members

Scott Brown Anthony Glenn Hodges

Tim and Polly Kreis Pat McCoy

Fred Meister John A. Rainey

Richard and Dawn Prietz Robert and Mary Vogel

Mark Whitehead

“Classified Section”

Metallurgy of Steel for Bladesmiths & Others  who Heat

Treat and Forge Steel By   John D. Verhoeven,  Emeritus

Professor,  Iowa State University

http://mse.iastate.edu/files/verhoeven/7-5.pdf

If you do heat treating - down load and read this one!

Wagon-Making in the United States during the Late-19th through

Mid-20th Centuries:  A Study of the Gruber Wagon Works at Mt.

Pleasant, Pennsylvania, by Paul A. Kube, W ith Contributions by

Clayton E. Ray and Cathy L. Wegener: P u b l i s h e d  b y  T h e

McDonald & Woodward Publishing Company of Blacksburg, VA,

and Granville, OH, this book presents, virtually unchanged, Kube's

1968 thesis on the Gruber Wagon Works, prepared for his Master of

Education degree at Millersville State College (now University).

Kube's thesis presents what is perhaps the best description ever

recorded of wagon-making in the United States during the late

pre-automotive era.  Another unique and significant aspect of the

book is its description of this rare surviving example of late 19th

century manufacturing, presented as a living history, which was

recorded while the factory was still in operation.  Specifically, it

details a step-by-step illustrated account of procedures and tools used

in the construction of traditional farm wagons of the 19th and 20th

centuries, made by a small, typical, family business. More than 100

black and white photos from the original thesis are included in this

book, along with a few additional photos which accompany the

ancillary materials.  The book also includes a chapter on

wagon-making in general, a biographical sketch of Paul Kube, and

production records of the Gruber The book will appeal to historians

of industry and technology.  Collectors of tools and farm implements,

as well as those interested in Americana, will find value in the

descriptions of tools and how they were used by the craftsmen of the

period.  The draft-horse community, living history farms, blacksmiths,

and others interested in early American craftsman will enjoy reading

this book.  The book is available with a laminated soft cover, in a 6"

x 9" size, with 264 pages, including text with photos/illustrations,

introduction, glossary, bibliography, appendicies, and index for

$22.95.   The book is more fully described on McDonald and

W oodward’s website at www.mwpubco .com/gruber.htm.

Special-pricing offers and detailed information about this and other

titles, including The Gruber Wagon Works: The Place Where Time

Stood Still (also available October 1, 2005),  is available at

www.mwpubco.com or by calling toll free 1-800-233-8787. 

http://www.orcasislandforge.com.
http://mse.iastate.edu/files/verhoeven/7-5.pdf
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We said “Goodbye” to good friends
Watched great demonstrators...

Bill Roberts Bill Roberts

October Conference 2005

And didn’t take enough pictures!  We enjoyed Colonel Tim both at the auction (with thanks to Patty Draper for overseeing

contributions) and in rocketry, bought too much stuff at the tailgate sales, appreciated the food thanks to Steve Kalb, were registered by

Anne Reynolds, enjoyed watching Tal Harris and Don Fogg (arranged by Tom Kennedy), had our junk moved to another shop thanks

to Dot Butler (and the Buck-in-the-Bucket), maybe learned a few tricks in the smithing classes (thanks to Bill Robertson) and in the

family program (thanks to Jeff Mohr), were thankful we didn’t have to set up the site like Ken Knight had to, and had Juan Holbrook

keeping an eagle eye on our finances.  It was a great conference and the next one can be even better if a few more of our members

would step up to the plate.  Remember, it’s hard to pay back the folks doing the work now, but it’s easy to pay forward - just volunteer.

Bill Roberts

Bill Roberts

Saw lots of great work in the Gallery

Steve Bloom
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TOOLS for TREADLE and POWER HAMMERS
Ed Aaron

 At the 2004 FABA Conference I was fortunate to be chosen for a scholarship.  Since I have attended the J C Campbell School before, I

decided to use my scholarship there.  In my opinion, Campbell being in a beautiful, peaceful location, provides a great learning experience

not only in the class a person chooses, while visiting other classes and interaction with others after class time.  I can't say enough good

things about J C Campbell.  I thank FABA for making this scholarship available and J C Campbell for offering the class.

 Earlier in the year, I procrastinated and missed the course that I wanted. Since I have had a Treadle Hammer for 3 years and not used it,

I thought  TOOLS for TREADLE and POWER HAMMERS with Clay Spencer as instructor and Dave Smucker as his assistant would be

a great choice.  Their instructions and demonstrations were great.  Clay and Dave had a very large variety of tools that could be used under

the power or treadle hammer.  They demonstrated how to make some of them.

The following is my interpitation of what I learned from the class with a mix from other sources.   Also, at the end, I am using info that I

acquired using a hand-out from Dave Smucker.  There are publications and books available via CoSIRA on the link

http://www.countryside.gov.uk/NewEnterprise/Economies/craftpublications.asp .

 Clay's choice of tool steel was W-1 for all non-cutting hand tools such as punches.  W-1 was his choice because it is the most forgiving

- the easiest to work with and is quenched in water.  After deciding on the tool,  center punch, square punch or whatever, forge as near the

shape as possible bringing the metal to an orange temperature and never work when too cool - then as I've learned in other classes, its ok

to grind to the final shape.  The tool should be normalized to relieve stresses caused by forging. If welding on a handle, then the tool is to

be heated to a blue color with torch to approximately 500 degrees F. then welded.  I was shown 2 methods of tempering the W-1 tool. Both

require slowly and evenly heating about 1/2"  of the working tip of the tool to non-magnetic.  Then quench, moving rapidly - just the tip.

When most of the heat is gone, clean a spot and look for blue color on working tip, then dunk just the tip in water  but if doing lots of tools,

make sure water doesn't get too hot..   Second method is the same, but when quenching, quench entire tool and place in 500 degree F. oven

for two hours - tools will be blue. Has to be placed in over as soon as quenched.

 For tools used to cut hot metal, Clay's choice is H-13 tool steel, which is air quenched.  As per above info, forge and grind the tool to shape

required, but be careful to forge hot, the metal gets brittle when cool.  It is also to be normalized.  If welding, get hot to dull red,

approximately 1800 to 1850 degrees F. before welding.  

Depending on the use of other tools such as dies, anything from mild steel to tool steel could be used.  If using spring steel, oil quench is

required.  Also to weld, heat to 400 to 500 degrees F. first.  It will turn blue.  I used mild steel to make an acorn die. If the tool will be used

often, then they could be made with tool steel.

       I wasn't as prolific as I wanted to be at tool making.  To make the acorn dies, I took Clay's dies and made an acorn.  Then I welded

two pieces of mild steel of identical size and shape, about 3/4" thick and 1.25"square (size depends on the size of intended article to be

made such as acorn)  to a spring handle approximately 1 x 1/4" bar about 22" long that was bent with a tight radius that somewhat matched

the thickness of both dies. The handle can be welded to the top of top die and bottom of bottom die or can be welded to the side of each

die as (see drawing). Heat to an even temperature - appx orange -through out both pieces.  Since the two pieces were touching each other,

it wasn't necessary to brush to remove scale, but always clean as much scale from the pieces as possible.  If scale has formed between

pieces, brush clean and insert acorn, ball or whatever and place under power hammer.  Operate hammer to seat item - when fairly embedded

into both dies - start turning item.  All the while, keep item in impression of bottom die to keep it from bouncing around and keep rotating

item.  Keep hammering-but make sure that the power hammer dies are flat.  When dies of new tool meet - it is done. They can be quenched

to harden. (depending on material used,  I used mild steel) And when using to make the acorn, clean scale from hot  metal before inserting

into dies.  Otherwise the scale will disfigure the work and possibly the dies.

       There were just too many tools that would be great to have.  I wasn't fast

enough to make many.  One that I should have made was a tool holder that is

attached to base or anvil of power hammer or treadle hammer and is made to

hold tools,  usually spring tools to be used under hammer.  I have drawings

made by a fellow student, Carl J Hirner Jr. that I will include if they can be

reproduced.(not yet provided - Editor)

 If there are questions, please E-mail or call me.  If I can't answer, I'll find

someone that can.
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The Florida Artist Blacksmith Association(FABA)  is a 501(c)(3) non-profit educational organization whose purposes are to teach, promote, and
preserve the art of blacksmithing.  Contributions are tax-deductible to the extent provided by law.  FABA publishes the Florida Clinker Breaker
monthly, and FABA membership includes a subscription.  We solicit correspondence and unpaid articles on any subjects related to FABA’s
purposes.  ABANA chapter newsletters may reprint non-copyrighted material if it is credited to the author and this newsletter.  You need the
publisher’s permission to reprint copyrighted material unless otherwise noted.

FABA Officers
President  Bill Robertson 850-668-2876 applecrossforge@nettally.com

Vice President Jeff Mohr 850-926-4448 mockingbirdforge@peoplepc.com

Treasurer Juan Holbrook 352-374-8888 juanylindagrace@aol.com

Secretary Anne Reynolds 561-793-2452 ARAReynolds@aol.com

Program Chairman –all of us-- -so volunteer- –Hey, Kids..Let’s put on a show!--

Newsletter Editor Steve Bloom 352-528-6508 sab@ironflower.com

Past President Bob Jacoby 904-260-9981  BobJacoby@BellSouth.net

Trustee #1 Tom Kennedy  407-469-3899 burninghandforge@hotmail.com

Trustee #2 Clyde Payton 850-997-3627 paytonforge@nettally.com

Trustee #3 Steve Kalb 239-489-2396 scpfdkalb@firehousemail.com

Trustee #4 John Butler 850-539-5742 jgbutler@sprintmail.com

Steve Bloom, Editor; P.O. Box 760; Archer, FL 32618-0760; (352) 528-6508 or smith@blacksmithing.org; http://www.blacksmithing.org

The Florida  Clinker Breaker
FLORIDA ARTIST BLACKSMITH ASSOCIATION

Juan Holbrook, Membership Records
6418 NW 97 Court
Gainesville, FL 32653
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